Why can I no longer configure Interlibrary Loan settings?
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Applies to

- FirstSearch Administrative Module

Answer

On Thursday, February 6, the FirstSearch Administrative Module will no longer allow changes to ILL configuration data. No action is required. Any data or settings configured in Admin are maintained and available for editing in OCLC Service Configuration.

The following pages will no longer allow editing, but instruct users to make changes in Service Configuration instead:

1. Resource Sharing > Staff ILL Settings > Resource Sharing Options
2. Resource Sharing > Staff ILL Settings > Constant Data Records
3. Resource Sharing > Staff ILL Settings > Saved Notes
4. Resource Sharing > Staff ILL Settings > Custom Holdings Groups
5. Resource Sharing > Staff ILL Settings > Custom Holdings Paths
6. Resource Sharing > Staff ILL Settings > Custom Holdings Symbols Search
7. Resource Sharing > Staff ILL Settings > Direct Request Profiles

Note that the following Admin pages will remain the same. You can still configure the FirstSearch request form and ILL by email in FirstSearch Admin:

1. Resource Sharing > Patron ILL Settings > Patron ILL Request Form
2. Resource Sharing > Patron ILL Settings > ILL via E-mail

All configuration changes should now be made through OCLC Service Configuration.